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 modify for it here on the web. So, here you go, guys. For Trainz World of Choo Choo, it has the same tracks as Trainz Choo Choo PLUS with very minor differences (most significantly one engine has its horn longer than the other). Here are the differences: Linkedin is down - richardk We just got kicked out of LinkedIn. Are you affected as well?
http://dl.dropbox.com/s/xghv02whc8p5fx/Screen%20Shot%202014-07-14%20at%2021.03.19.png ====== lincolnwebs That's weird, I don't see any problems here at all. Ask HN: My founder is one of several co-founders - DLay We are a Web Application Developer and small company. We have started a new project and we are looking for a programmer to be one of our two co-founders.The

programming language is Ruby on Rails. We have to define our scope with him, because he has some other ideas on how to build the system (he is a writer). In addition, he has a lot of expertise in this field.He is not a very expensive programmer. In fact, it will be a big deal for us if he will join us. We hope this guy will be able to leave his job and dedicate his life to building this company. beemoe I
hope this isn't the kind of ad, but I actually find it offensive. ------ minimaxir I've been in the "other side" of this situation with a company that I founded and am in the process of founding myself (though not with a "co-founder"), and I still recommend that people not sign on to multiple co-founders. The only benefit to multiple co-founders is that you can take credit for doing things you didn't actually

do. You end up with a schism between your true self and your "co-founder" identity, and the schism becomes public eventually (and/or is combated with the schism). I mean, why not pay a programmer to do the same work as a co 520fdb1ae7
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